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Tattooing? It's not just for sailors anymore. The ris
ing popularity of the tattooer's art, its myths and
realities are explored by Luther Lumbee in Skin Art:
That First Tattoo.
Take one frustrated computer programmer. Reprogram with the Buddy Holly look, the Presley name
- and arm with a fistful of expertly-crafted tunes that
rock the music world. Somewhere along the way the
machine blows a fuse, threatening to destroy both
itself and its creator. Will Success Spoil Declan
Patrick McManus? Elvis Costello's rise to fame and
his subsequent campaign of emotional facism are
discussed by Suzanne Phelps.
Who made the scene, who bombed and who
stole the show? Our reporters scan the raw data and
seek to answer these inquiries On Stage. Perfor
mances by Steve Forbert, Cheap Trick and Robert
Johnson are reviewed by Gordon Alexander while
Rob Knies comes back from St. Louis, with copy and
pix on Elvis Costello and catches John Prine at Mem
phis' P.O.E.T.'s.
Music critic Tom O'Neil turns in his usual stellar
performance, leafing through the hundreds of new
record releases and reporting on new personalities
and old, familiar faces in Records. Celebrity pix for
Dixie Flyer's music section are provided by staff con
tributors Ebet Roberts, Elbert Greer, and Butch
Allen.
Blues musicians from Alberta Hunter to Furry Lewis
are showcased by artist Janice Parker in our Exhibit.
Lenny, a tale of the life and times of comic Lenny
Bruce is reviewed by Howell Pearre, and the hard
hitting pyschological drama "The Deerhunter" i:
critiqued by David Hutchings, who has his own
reasons for naming it film of the year.
Wds Chicken Little right? Nobody knows. The
disturbing effects of technology on society are
discussed by Bruce Goldfarb in Civil Words. The
focus is on local community issues in Inner City
Essays by Phyllis Tickle and in The Lorriane Motel:
A Personal Vigil by Audrey May. Beth Hoople at
tends a writer's workshop and expresses the refrain
of many author's in scearch of a publisher, "It Took
Me Years To Write It, Won't You Take A Look?"
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Editor Sara Van Horn
Music Editor Gordon Alexander
Assistant to the Editor Beth Hoople
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Call: Joan at 272-2272
something, or a ride somewhere?
Lou at 726-1369
If you welcome new ideas, listen to the
following. For an exchange of our ser

vices we would greatly appreciate any
clothes you don't want—clothes that
will be thrown away, or given away. The
reason for this—we collect clothes and
accessories, ladies' or men's, from the
1930's, 1940's, or 1950's (or earlier).
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Newsfnont

Selected items courtesy Zodiac News Service

Disco may be one of the fastestgrowing types of music, but rock is
still the run-away leader in the
number of total records sold. The
National Association of Recording
Merchandisers (NARM) says that
rock accounted for nearly 42 percent
of all records sold in the United
States last year. Finishing number
two behind rock, according to the
NARM study, was "pop" music —
which accounted for just over 13 per
cent of the records sold. Country
music finished in third place with
10.2 percent of the total records
sold, while disco finished in the
fourth spot, accounting for 9 percent
of last year's sales in records.
Song composer Michael Parish —
The man who gave the world such
songs as "Stardust"and "Deep Pur
ple" — is out with an attack on rock
music. Parish claims that rock and
roll and its adherents are nothing
more than a "plague." In a college
lecture in West Virginia, the com
poser described rock music fans as
"a swarm of locusts, " and said their
music was "a blight that has fallen
on civilization." Parish contents
that millions of young people like
rock music only because — in his
words — "They think it's the in
thing' to do." He calls rock fans
"hypocrites" because, he says, they
are not "doing their own thing."
Parish says "they all look alike,
dress alike and smell alike." Parish
claims that the test of a good song is
if it endures through the ages and
crosses generations. He states again
— in his words — "you can't whistle
a rock and roll song. How many
times have you heard someone hum
rock and roll?"

A wolf that had been chasing sheep "The Washington Post" suggests it
at a state farm near Minsk in the may be the drawing power of rock
Soviet Union is now behind bars in musicians that decides if California
the Leningrad Zoo — all because of governor Jerry Brown has a chance
his fondness for tango music. The to seriously challenge Jimmy Carter
British news service Reuters reports next year. "The Post" reports that
that shepherds at the farm had long in the past three or four years,,
tried to drive the wolf away with entertainment figures in general —
recordings of dogs barking — all to and rock musicians in particular
no avail. Reuters says the shepherds have become the biggest source of
then started playing old tangos for quick campaign cash. One Jerry
their own enjoyment, and that's Brown backer, promoter Jeff Wald,
when the wolf 's problems began. Ac says he is considering lining up five
cording to the news service, the wolf artists — Chicago, The Eagles, Neil
suddenly became so enraptured with Diamond, Helen Reddy and Linda
the music, it began howling and was Ronstadt — for a series of concerts
easily captured. The wolf was to raise $15 million for a Brown-Forreportedly sent to the zoo with a President campaign. According to
note attached, saying, "likes old "The Post," that amount alone
tangos.
would enable Brown to challenge
Carter in the early primaries. Carter
in the meantime has reportedly been
"The Chicago Sun-Times" says it wooing the likes of Willie Nelson,
has learned from reliable sources Larry Gatlin, and Loretta Lynn.
that singer Bob Dylan was baptized
recently in Pat Boone's swimming
pool. The newspaper adds that Researchers at Iowa State Universi
Dylan's aides are denying the ty have reportedly found that
report, but says that other sources rhythmic breathing can greatly in
close to Dylan are "90 percent sure" crease a person's learning ability.
Based on a Bulgarian fast-learning
the story is true.
method called "suggestology," the
researchers report studying test
subjects who practiced breathing
Country Western singer Willie cycles consisting of inhaling for two
Nelson and his band apparently seconds, holding the breath for four
didn't have to give up any of their seconds, and exhaling for two
pot-smoking habits when they per seconds. At the same time, the sub
formed at the White House last jects listened to recited material,
summer. "The Berkley Barb" but only during the four seconds
reports that when Nelson was asked while holding their breaths. The
recently whether he smoked mari Iowa State researchers found that
juana at the White House concert he the rhythmic breathing while listen
"laughed and laughed" and ing to the recited material increased
answered, "the boys don't play the subjects' ability to retain what
where they don't smoke dope."
they had heard by 78 percent.

Sweden has apparently chosen to —
as the saying goes — "spare the rod
and spoil the child." The Swedish
parliament has just passed a law
which forbids parents to strike their
children, or treat them in a
humiliating manner. Humiliating
treatment, is described rather
vaguely in the new measure as a
refusal to talk to children, depriving
them of a meal or peeking into their
mail. The new law specifically
outlaws spanking. Bertil Ekdahl, a
magistrate who wrote the law, said
it was based on hearings in which ex
pert testimony, "showed over
whelmingly that children just do not
respond when thy are hit or
threatened." In fact, Ekdahl added,
"Their reaction is opposite — they
think in terms of revenge." The law
doesn't specify any particular
punishment for the offenders, leav
ing that up to the police, social
workers and family courts to work
out.

If your young child has an invisible
playmate he or she sometimes talks
to, there's nothing to worry about.
In fact, it's probably good news. The
publication "Science Digest
reports that up to 70 percent of all
the children five or under have imaginary playmates -- and that these
kids are usually mentally healthier
than other children who don't im
agine friends. The magazine quotes
Dr. Walter Hauser of Yale Universi
ty as finding that children with fan
tasy friends are brighter, show great
ability to concentrate, are generally
happier and less agressive than
other kids.

DIXIE FLYER

A Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, man
whose penis was accidentally am
putated shortly before he was to be
married has recieved a substantial
out-of-court cash settlement. Harold
Michael, now 26, is reported to have
settled for $825,000 with the
hospital's insurance company. In
may of 1974, when Michael was 21,
he is reported to have entered a Pitt
sburgh hospital for the treatment of
an "undescended testicle," a
relatively routine procedure.
However, according to court
testimory, Dr. Walter Nettrour,
Senior, is said to have inadvertently
amputated the penis. Dr. Nettrour,
who retired shortly after the
surgical procedure on Michael,
described the outcome as "a
shame," adding he had been told by
attorneys to make no further com
ment on the case.

You've heard of medical malpractice
insurance, but what about religious
malpractice insurance? The Iowa In
surance Department has given ap
proval for insurance companies in
that state to underwrite members of
the clergy against suits arising from
what they preach. The Church
Mutual Insurance Company of Iowa
says that such coverage is
necessary, citing a recent case in
which a pastor advised a woman to
leave her husband because of
marital problems. The angered hus
band reportedly became enraged
and fired shots at his wife. Later,
after the couple reconciled, they
both sued the minister for the advice
be had given. Religious malpractice
insurance, the company says, would
protect ministers against such suits.
"The Wall Street Journal" reports
that thousands of shopowners in the
United States have been turning to
artificial aromas in attempts to lure
additional customers into their
stores. For example, a company call
ed International
Flavors and
Fragances offers such mouth
watering smells as chocolate-chip
cookies, hot apple pie, freshly baked
pizza and even non-greasy french
fries in spray-can form. "The Jour
nal" says these synthetic aromas
are packaged in aerosol cans and
sold along with $30 time-release
devices that automatically spew
them out in shopping malls to at
tract customers inside. One of the
most widely used artificial smells,
incidentally, is something called
"Velvet Touch," made by a com
pany in Wayland, Mass. "Velvet
Touch" is a favorite of used-car
dealers because a quick spray of the
mist gives an old clunker that "new
car scent" inside.

Pollster Louis Harris reports that
the attitudes and values of
Americans are changing so rapidly
that it's hard to predict what the
future will be. Harris says that
many of the values that were once
acepted as given in modern
American life, such as material
wealth and the acquisition of goods,
are no longer adhered to by substan
tial majorites of people in the United
States. Harris says that a recent
survey showed that 71 percent of
the people interviewed are willing to
change and even downgrade their
lifestyle, rather risk continuing in
flation and unemployment due to
raw material shortages. According
to Harris, the standard nuclear fami
ly model of a breadwinner father, a
homemaker mother and their depen
dent children today holds true for
only one out of six households.

"The Wall Street Journal" reports
that there is a virtual tofu boom
underway in the United States. Tofu
-- or "bean curd," as it used to be
called - is an extract of soy beans
that has long been a staple in the
oriental diet. However, because of
changes in the American diet over
the past two or three years, tofu has
suddenly become one of the hottest
food items in American, particularly
among vegetarians. The Journal
reports that one tofu-making com
pany, that was turning out about
500 pounds of the bean curd two
years ago, is now producing more
than nine tons a week to keep up
with demand. Tofu has become
popular because it is high in protein,
low in calories and fats and does not
contain any meat ingredients.

An organization that promotes the
use of garlic in cooking is calling for
a nationwide boycott of the
mouthwash industry. A Berkeley,
California-based group called
"Lovers Of The Stinking Rose"
claims that the reputations of both
garlic and onions are being besmir
ched by the perveyors of
mouthwash. A garlic-lovers publica
tion called "The Garlic Times" says
the maker of Signal mouthwash, for
example, have labeled "garlic
breath" as "the strongest of all"
mouth odors. The Garlic Society
contends that garlic is not only good
for you, but that the tell-tale odor of
that spice is rather pleasant to most
people. It is endorsing an on-going
boycott of all mouthwash makers
who have attacked garlic in their
commericals until those companies
apologize for their remarks.

Onions may be bad for your breath,
but they may be good for your blood
pressure. Katherine and Moses Attrep, two professors at East Texas
State University, report they have
discovered the existance of a com
pound in onions similar to pro
staglandin A-l, a substance used in
treating high blood pressure. The
researchers say their discovery
shows that "Onions are definitely
useful for blood pressure control."

The motion picture and television
hospital in Los Angeles is asking
that Johnny Weissmuller — the man
who once played the part of "Tarzan"— be removed from that facility
as soon as possible. Hospital of
ficials allege that Weissmuller is suf
fering from a deteriorating chronic
brain illness. They claim that the
74-year-old actor — in their words —
"screams, hollers and makes
Tarzan-like calls, frightening
hospital workers."

Scientists at Michigan State have
figured out that 137 million tons of
food are lost, wasted or destroyed
each year by Americans. According
to "The Wall Street Journal", that
works out to be $31 billion dollars
worth of food at today's prices. The
university scientists report that
most of this wasted food is simply
thrown away by consumers.

Television , Fitness Buff Jack
LaLanne says he is going to walk:
through downtown Hollywood with
a 350-pound weight on his back next
month to protest alleged sexual
perversion in Hollywood. LaLanne
told "The Arizona Daily Star" that
— in his words —"damn queers ..
they've taken over Hollywood." He
says he's decided to trudge through
the streets of the film capitol of the
Believe it or not, a man named U.S. with a weight on his back to set
Ronald McDonald has been taken in a positive example for the
to custody for allegedly robbing a "perverts." LaLanne is quoted by
Burger King resturant in Columbus, the newspaper as saying "all this
Ohio. Police say that 18-year-old crap going on in Hollywood, I tell
Ronald McDonald and a friend were you .. damn queers and homos and
apprehended after illegally making little boy prostitytes." LaLanne
off with five jumbo burgers. says he originally wanted to carry
McDonald, according to this report, Raquel Welch on his back, but that
is known among his friends by the she rejected the offer. Besides she
doesn't weigh 350 pounds.
nickname "Clown."

Dear Dixie,
Dear Dixie correspondence is subject
to editing for clarity and length.

I know you have published a lot of
articles about Elvis Presley, but I
only have one (August, '78). Please
tell me in which numbers there is
something about Elvis and the
money I must send you. Hoping to
hear from you as soon as possible. I
thank you and give you my best
greetings.

Just passing through and picked up
your magazine and really enjoyed
reading it. One small difference of
opinion however with Joe
Mulherin's review of Waylon and
the Crickets. Whilst I wasn't at the
concert he reviewed I feel my com
ments are valid.
1. "You Can't Come In" is actually
"Keep A Knocking" the old Little
Richard song which Buddy Holly
never recorded.
2. I cannot believe that on "Peggy
Sue" the drummer persisted in play
ing the wrong rhythm pattern. Jerry
Allison is one of the all time great
drummers — he being the drummer
on the recording of "Peggy Sue."
Perhaps it was Waylon?
Enough of criticism. I hope your
magazine thrives. Please let me
know whether I can subscribe from
England.

Miss Caterina Zito
Via del Parlamento
Roma, Italy

P.J. Ward
Cleveland, England

Best wishes for you and your
publication. I know from first-hand
experience how hard a row you have
chosen to hoe and have nothing save
admiration for anyone who elects to
undertake such a task.
Warmest regards,
John Lomax III
Country Music Foundation
Nashville, Tn.
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We have a friend who turned 89
last month and we drove five hun
dred miles to wish her well on that
important day. She wrote us last
week to say that she had received 36
birthday cards and entertained 9
more visitors after we ourselves had
left her in the late afternoon of her
day.
She is not a particularly hand
some woman or socially prominent
and she certainly isnot wealthy. She
was, in her middle years, a
housewife and mother, nothing
more. In her youth she taught
school as all proper young spinsters
used to do before marriage, nothing
more. Then what is there here that
still commands loyality long after
its productivity is gone and elicits
association well into the years of its
impairment? Common sense would
assume that there are many reasons
and Idon't deny that there probably
are. It's just thatI can't see them. I
can just see one reason: she never
threw anything away.
She rarely bought anything, ac
quiring only what she needed andno
more. But once bought, the thing
was valued. It was maintained,
repaired and, in its decline, re
directed to other purposes. Only
when the imagination couldcontrive
no other possible uses for it was a
possession ever allowed to be stored
in the basement. There it awaited
the time when renewed inven
tiveness would find another use for
it. This characteristic did not arise
from any meanness of spirit
frugality of heart. Quite the con
trary. Unlike anyone elseIhave ever
known, she loved and valued things
with absolute intensity and absolute
unselfconsciousness. Once she had
made a thing or grown a thing or
bought a thing, she gave herself to it
with abandon in much the same way
as she took on another child. She in
vested her money in things rarely:
she invested herself always.
It was a trait that pervaded her
small home, making it a place full of
variety, visual incongruities, chaos
and vitality. The more of herself
that she gave away to those things
and that place, themore there was of
her. It was as if each thing,in absor
bing her affection, became an unen
ding part independent of her but coeternal with her, making room for
more of her to grow in the mothersource and be transplanted later to
another tool or plant or quilt. In ef
fect, she lived horizontally without
thrust or urgency, spreading across
her self-defined mini-cosmos and in
corporating no more into herself and
her family than she could nurture.
Nothing was disposed of and
now she herself is not disposed of. I

by PhyllisTickle
have to believe the two things ex
plain each other. In my house of
disposable bottles, disposable pie
pans, disposable dust rags,
disposable filters and disposable
diapers I sit and am terribly afraid
for myself and all the other
disposable people in the houses
around me.
Earlier this spring, "Dixie
Flyer" printed a humorous feature
by Ray Coleman in which the inade
quacies of the Memphis Area Tran
sit Association were satirized. The
reaction to that feature has been
more violent than to anything else
this paper has ever printed. It has
come, by and large, from citizens
who denominated themselves either
as black or as white and liberal. The
charges against the article have
been made on the basis of racism.
Specifically, the article's detractors
have charged that the feature made
fun of black speech by rendering the
dialogue in dialect rather than in
standard English. The author and
the editorial board were also regard
ed as indelicate for publicly spoofing
the facts that MATA's riders are
almost exclusively black and that
the transit system's routes are laid
out almost entirely to accommodate
black traffic patterns.
This essay is not a defense of an
article; the article never needed
defense. It is rather an earnest peti
tion that we lay down our cultural
pretences. The black man in Mem
phis has been crippled for many
decades by social structures design
ed to suppress him into the role of
servant and workhorse; so has the
female, but for centuries rather than
decades; so has the middleclass been
for several years now. We can grind

these groups into such servitude and
poverty that they join the American
Indian in extinction; or we can con
tinue to divert our honesty and our
eyes from their problems until our
guilt, frustration and shame driveus all into the streets in the expiation
of anarchy and open warfare; or we
can grow into the dignity which
acknowledges those crippling limita
tions, which neither blames nor ac
cepts blame, which smiles occa
sionally and which, without embar
rassment or forethought quietly
reaches out a helping hand to the
other person's need. When we have
come to that place as a city, we will
again read Br'er Rabbitt to our
children and tell them what a part of
all our heritageit is. We will protest,
without angering anyone, that
public institutions must serve all of
us with efficiency and safety, for it
will be accepted asit is obvious that
we are a people and that we build for
all of us.
For many years now Memphis
has been able to walk the dream
forests of Edwin Hubbard and
Prana, to mourn its pain with the
horn of Handy and celebrate its
races with the patience of FuriJ
Lewis. Memphis shares the land
scapes of Carroll Cloar who paints
for all of us what we know, just as
Shelby Foote has for years spun the
stories and history that formed us.
If we felt the beats of Elvis, we also
knew the strength in pathos of
Etheridge Knight and gloried in the
voices of Piazza and Tatum and
Wellford. This — all this — we have
created and we have shared. Now it
is time for us to learn, as people
always have, from our art and to
find in it the beginnings and the
habits which build community.
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publishing contract, he covered the
standard contract form point by
point - what to expect, which
clauses could be changed, which
ones cannot be, and discussed the
legalities of the new copyright laws.
Upon breaking for lunch, minds
were whirling with new battle plans
for selling a manuscript, armed with
Mr. Gore's information.
The afternoon session involved
panel of local publishers who
discussed alternatives to trying to
market your masterpiece via the
large publishing firms. Just as musi
cians and artisans are turning away
from the mega-companies and try
ing to produce their product on their
own, so are authors having to turn
to other resources to producea book.
Once produced, there may be little
difference between the quality of
your product and what the big
publishers turn out; but they have
massive advertising budgets and
world wide distribution. The self
This town is not, by any means, publisher generally has friends and
relatives and only a small amount of
known for its Literati - and it was
to this group the Literature Depart capital to invest in ad gimmicks and
ment of the Memphis Library ad distribution. Helen Hays and Ellen
dressed itself in a day long Rolfes, local self-publishers, were ex
Workshop for Writers on March tremely knowledgeable about the
24th. To the surprise of both the business end of self-publishing; ad
hosts and participants, over 200 mitting that the best avenue is
writers and hopeful writers showed either cookbooks or "how-to books.
up - so many that a closed circuit tv Bob Towery of Memphis magazine
had to be set up in another room to acquiesced that no writer in Mem
phis finds it easy to live exclusively
handle the overflow.
Gregory Gore, a representative on freelance sales of manuscripts
of the Association of American and David Spicer, editor of raccoon,
Publishers, led the morning session a poetry publication, had some ex
cellent resources for poets who are
with a kind of comprehensi'
"Everything you wanted to know looking to get published. He men
about getting published but were tioned the International Directory of
afraid...," prefacing the how-to's Small Presses & Little Magazines is
with an exposition of who the writer a good place to start. St. Luke s ,
deals with when attempting to get part of a resurgence of small presses
published. There are 10 major which seem to be springing up all
houses which, like the "big three" in over the country, are viable alter
the auto industry, dominate the natives to the mega-companies;
publishing of books. For the would- Phyllis Tickle, managing editor, ex
be Faulkners and Dorothy Parkers plained that they haven't the power
who hope for a best-seller via these 10 or budgets of the big guys, but do
companies, Mr. Gore stressed some help an author on a regional level.
The workshop showed, among
basic guidelines:
•
Send an outline of what you've other things, a hopeful note in the
written, and only one or two response to it, and there were discus
chapters. If it's not what they sions about having a follow-up
feel is a prospective "hot one" workshop or more seminars on the
you haven't wasted time and same topic because of the large
the expense (and risks) of sen response. Cathy High in the
ding your manuscript through Literature Department at the
Peabody Library has a wealth of in
the mail.
•
A writer should shy away from formation that was shared that
Saturday, and various bookstores,
using too many big words, or
technical ones; most books as well as local writers groups and
published are aimed at a ninth- poerty groups sponsor book discus
sions, readings and seminars about
grade reading level.
•
With a graph and pointer in writing. There is a large segment of
hand, he quoted an intensive the local population wanting to con
study which showed the best tribute to the world's storehouse of
printed matter; if you write, or wish
sentence length should be, on
to start, there is a Memphis Literati
the average 15 words.
with whom you can share your ambi
Admitting that an author was
lucky to reach the point of signing a tions.

"It Took
Me Years
To Write
It, Won't
You Take
A Look?"
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Most Memphians remember
where they were and what they were
doing the evening of April 4, 1968.
Most also remember that the
assassination of Martin Luther
King Jr. at the Lorraine Motel on
that date ignited an already heated
fire of racial tension and unrest in
this "City of Good Abode" — a city
where some of its citizens still live in
substandard housing and poverty.
Merely to walk from downtown
Memphis the few blocks to the Lor
raine Motel, as I did this year on
April 4 to investigate a memorial
vigil, is to travel into a haunted and
strangely silent ghetto of ravaged
buildings and echoing accusations.
Outside the King shrine I was
met by a member of the King vigil
committee, Mohammed Ziyad, local
Muslim leader and businessman.
According to Ziyad, while limited
renovation of the Lorraine has been
going on for the last few years at the
behest of several community
groups, plans have been made to
develop the property in a more ex
tensive fashion. Plans are in the
works to restore and re-utilize the
old Stax record facilities under the
aegis of his company, Yasmeen
Communications, and a non-profit
group called Truth and Associates.
He is also hopeful that private
and community monies may be
directed toward renovation of the
South Memphis area surrounding
the motel, and toward developing
training programs for black en
trepreneurs. Ziyad notes that while
memorial services are an important
aspect of community consciousness
and pride, Memphis blacks must
look to the future. "We don't intend
to stop with April the fourth. We're
gonna go on from now."
Another member of the
memorial committee was Lumumba
Kamuzu, who told me his "slave
name" was Walter Hardaway. A
bookkeeper, Kamuzu asserts that
the only path to social justice is via
what
he envisions
as a
"psychological revolution." Believ
ing that the slums surrounding "the
Lorraine are "the result of in
complete thoughts," Kamuzu feels
there is a great need for holistic,
long-range planning within the local
black community.
While Kamuzu does admit that
charismatic leaders infuse energy
and drive into social movements, he
warns that some black leaders have
served as a "crutch" for their
followers. Thus, "When the bullet
got him, (King) it was just like the
bubble burst." Hero-worship, such
as that which surrounded King,
often did not encourage individual
blacks to develop their own
resources, but taught them instead
to rely on messianic leaders to lead
them to the promised land of

-The.
Lorraine
Motel
A Personal Vigil
Audrey May
freedom. Looking around him at the
area surrounding the Lorraine
Motel, he comments, "No one has
built anything here. You come here
and march every year...so what?
What does emotion get you?"
The scene at the vigil was not
that of a formal press conference,
nor of a high-powered planning
meeting. Several people lay stretch
ed out on a double bed, while others
sat in the few chairs or stood. It was
an informal gathering, with lots of
joking and occasionally some
reminiscing. Underneath, however,
was the serious tone of a roomful of
weary but committed people con
cerned less with the past the future.
During the afternoon, I was in
troduced to Dr. Coby Smith and
Reverend Powell, co-chairpersons of
the vigil committee and both
veterans of the civil rights move
ment. Smith explained to me that
the purpose of a vigil is not only to
get people together to talk about
problems and strategies, but to meet
together in the "heightened ex
perience" of a vigil situation. In this
situation, he feels, the physical
stress involved in staying awake for
many hours excites a heightened
sense of commitment and
camaraderie among the par
ticipants. The decision to voluntari
ly forego sleep increases the notion
of sacrifice and putting larger goals
of the movement ahead of momen
tary personal comfort. The period of
forced wakefulness during an allnight vigil is sometimes referred to
as "revolutionary sleep."
The primary purpose which
such a vigil serves, Smith feels, is an
educational tool. He asserts that not

only leaders but also followers need
to be trained to struggle effectively.
"It's the regular people who make
the difference — the folks who can't
figure out how to handle their utility
bills and how to handle torn-up
buildings and their torn-up lives."
Smith also notes that some peo
ple seem to think the struggle is
over. "There are a lot of people,
black and white, who think we have
achieved everything because we can
sit at lunchroom counters." While a
few Blacks have made their way to
governing boards and business
management position, he asserts
that daily conditions for a large
number of poor people are little bet
ter than they were 10 or 15 years
ago. Some of the blame for the slow
progress can be laid on Blacks
themselves; some members of the
Black community, Smith charges
"spend more money straightening
their hair than on straightening
their kids from the warping effects
of racism and poverty."
Smith and others also query
where are the women, the elderly'
and the students, who formed the
backbone of this country's anti-war
and civil rights movements? Ap
parently, the local women's com
munity feels disenfranchised from
the black community, the elderly are
afraid to venture downtown, and the
students either didn't know or
fc. care
about the King
6
memorial.
Smith is also angry at the lack
of response from local community
development officials to request
MSI
Arenovate the Lorraine
Motel and environs. He sees the
development of South Memphis as a

possible wedge to "spur the concept
of Black development" in the Mem
phis area. The lack of such action
belies the assertions that the majori
ty of Blacks are substantially better
off than they were several years ago.
If no efforts have been made in the
past 11 years toward reclaiming the
South
Memphis
Black
neighborhood, "Where," he
wonders, "is all this 'freedom' they
talk about? We can go to the moon,
but we can't have the Lorraine
Motel."
At 6 p.m., after hours of talk
and sleeplessness for vigil par
ticipants, the group joined hands,
sang two verses of "We Shall Over
come," clutched their raincoats
about them and went home.
As I walked to the bus stop, I
recalled Smith's story of the woman
from Baltimore, who, on her way to
Memphis, assumed that all theother
people on her plane were also on
their way to the march. She was
shocked to find the she was the only
one on board who planned to attend
the King memorial. Perhaps, Smith
said, the truly remarkable thing is
that many Memphians were
unaware of the memorial activities.
While it is still difficult for
many of us to sort out our feelings in
the wake of an era of turmoil and
disillusionment, the emotion which
seems most apparent to me in this
city is that of simple denial. Perhaps
we would like to forget that
anything did happen, that our
streets were bloodied. It is indeed
appealing to put aside such
thoughts in the midst of pressing
personal and private concerns. Like
an unpopular war, the trauma of a
slain leader leaves a scar which is
not easily removed from a communi
ty's psyche.
Perhaps, however, this com
munity has for too long covered its
anger, guilt and confusion over
King's death with emotionalism and
nostalgia. Perhaps, finally, we must
come to grips with our sense 01
loss...
Perhaps this is something which
we must acknowledge consciously
and in our waking hours, as a com
munity, with something other than
empty gestures. Perhaps, it is time,
after 11 years, to bury the dead and
move on with the living, and to
move beyond sentimental eulogles
for idealized heroes. Perhaps such a
community "vigil", a forced
wakefulness in the original sense o
remaining vigilant, may well serve
as a time of reckoning for the city 0
.
Memphis.
Perhaps it is time we fina'v
honestly looked at where we hav
been as a community for both blac ®
and whites, and tried to figure ou
where the hell we're going.

Civil

Words
Bruce Goldfarb

The subject of the effects of
technology on society is pretty
much in fashion nowadays, since
everybody reads in the popular
press about Skylab falling on our
heads and places like Three Mile
Island spewing radio-active gasses
into our air. I gave the matter some
thought and arrived at this conclu
sion: I don't know what the effects
of technology are on the people at
large. Nobody does. That's what
makes new technology scary. What
sort of things are we talking about?
It can be anything from instant
soup to the use of Super Glue in
surgery to the deployment of L-5,
the proposed orbital space colony.
Technology touches our lives in the
bread we eat, in two-way television,
in therapy for illnesses.
Sure, there are plenty of
authorities paid good wages to come
up with environmental impact
studies and calculate risk/benefit
ratios for governments and private
industries. One shortcoming of
these scenarios,
I believe, is the
fact that humans tend to die and
tend to be interested only in the
cosmically insignificant span of
their lifetimes. After we die, it seems
.some are thinking, it makes no dif
ference, so people like to live fast
and furious; consuming and ex
periencing whatever can be obtained
with money.
We worry about energy costs
iext year or in ten years but ignore
' he possibility that it might not be
the lack of energy sources which is
the problem, but rather awesomely
increasing consumption. Humans
are literally starved for energy.
Other humans are more than happy
to find more energy to use as well as
more devices to buy and use the
energy up with, so long as a little
money is made in the process. The
conservation of energy and mass
demonstrates that while energy can
be converted from one form to
another and never be absolutley
created or destroyed, an amount of

energy is always lost as heat. This is
called entropy and is impossible to
eliminate from a system, even the
So, even if fission energy were
perfected and proven to be safe, or if
fusion energy were developed, or if
some new clean source of energy
were exploited, this would only
serve to encourage people to con
sume more. Within, say, our
lifetimes, it might be nice not to
have to worry about our mobility
and our industry. But eventually,
maybe a few generations off, but
sometime in the future it is
inevitable that this great release of
heat is going to alter the atmosphere
with drastic results. It's thought
that if the earth's temperature were
raised enough to melt the icecaps
the sea level would raise 93 feet,
thus putting under water cities like
New York, Boston, Philly,
Washington, L.A., San Francisco,
Miami... Lately there's been some
talk that the testing of nuclear
devices above ground may be
responsible for the past few winters
being particularly rough. Who
knows? How can all these discreet
and distant changes resulting from
technological applications be con
sidered? They can't.
Who would have known that
something as inestimable as a solar
storm could be responsible for alter
ing the upper atmosphere in such a
way that enough drag was created
on the Skylab to cause it's early, un
controllable (and probably in
evitable) crash back to earth. All
we're told is not to worry, that
Skylab ought to break up and
disintegrate on reentry, and will be
no more a threat to lives than a
meteor shower. The fact is that
nothing of the size and mass of
Skylab,
nothing
man-made
anyways, has ever fallen on us
before. After all, the station has a
massive air lock and lead vaults us
ed to store film, both weighing in at
many tons and both designed and

constructed using advanced
technology (which is rarely seem in
meteorites). The "thumbprint" that
will be made has been estimated to
be about 5000 kilometers (about
3000 miles) long and 640 kilometers
(400 miles) wide. Nothing like this
has ever happened before! How can
we begin to calculate what the consquences will be?
Parenthetically, I'll mention
that solar disturbances tend to ap
pear in 7-11 cycles. So do rates of skin
cancer. Apparently the charged par
ticles alter the space around the
planet and allow more ultraviolet to
reach the ground. Every time there's
an increase of solar activity, in a
couple years the skin cancer in
cidences increase. This summer is
expected to be expecially bad for
those sensitive to the sun, and now I
have two good reasons to stay in
doors.
Let's look at technology from a
different perspective. If you were
alive 80 years ago, how do you sup
pose the invention of a reasonable
internal combusion engine might
change your way of life? One might
have agreed with the "Literary
Digest" when they said this on Oc
tober 14, 1899:
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The ordinary horseless carriage is
at present a luxury for the
wealthy; and although its price
will probably fall in the future, it
will never, of course, come into as
common use as the bicycle.
or the following, from the article
"Automobiles for the Average
Man" by Cleveland Moffett in
"Review of Reviews," June, 1900:
(after motor cars come into com
mon use) we shall find public
taste changing so that many peo
ple prefer to travel from place to
place more slowly than at pre
sent.
Who could have realized then
that ultimately the public's effection
(or affliction, depending on your
point of view) for the automobile
would be directly responsible for the
razing of the Hill Mansion? Who
would be wise enough then to know
that eventually — maybe not within
their own lifetime — cars would be
directly responsible for dangerously
high levels of lead found in dirt and
debris on the avenues of American
cities, and pose a hazard to children
in particular?
Applying this to the present,
how can we possibly begin to com
prehend the ineveitable conse
quences of our technology? Think
about the future impact of cable
television, satellites, electronic mail
and banking, genetic engineering..

Paperback Shack
DanGrutbs
Oiganiculturist

Organic
Gardens
offering maintenance
free gardens
P.O. Box 11572
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Memphis' most complete art
store. Everything for professional,
student, and amateur artists.
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EXHIBIT
Our exhibit features the work of
Janice Parker. A graduate of the Mem
phis Academy of Arts, Parker studied at
the University of Madrid and is currently
a graduate student in Graphic Design at
Memphis State University.
When she is not studying, Parker
teaches drawing at Lemoyne-Owen Col
lege.
Her current project includes a series
of limited edition autographed prints of
such blues greats as B.B. King, Memphis
Slim, Furry Lewis, Alberta Hunter, as
well as the notable jazz pianist Phineas
Newborn.
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Theater

Throughout, Martinez has mov
ed
his
compahy
with
a
choreographic deliberation. They
enter and exit in patterns that
reflect the fact and fantasy elements
of the play. This kind of direction
can tend to call unwanted attention
to itself; but Martinez stops short of
announcing his plans and the result
The so-called "comedy" of Len is a controlled theatricality that is
ny Bruce has become something of exciting to watch and thematically
an anomaly made part of the conducive to the narrative organiza
mainstream of contemporary ex tion of the play.
In the title role, Bill Baker does
pression. Bruce's "dirty words" are
so much in evidence in plays, films not perform; he presents a heighten
and literature that the fact of his ed depiction of life, as it was ex
having been arrested on obscenity perienced by a gregarious, frenetic
charges for saying then before an au and tortured individual. Baker car
dience is difficult to equate with ries his microphone and moves
about the stage like a restless ur
their current proliferation.
This makes his championship chin, vaguely dapper in his
now somewhat cult-moviated and nightclub comedian's uniform of
the hindsight of moral forgiving is white jacket and black tie, stumbl
relatively orderly. What isn't order ing into the posture of standardly, however, is the recounting of his bearer with recklessness and a flam
short career as a spokesman for boyance that is just right.
As Honey Harlowe, the stripper
those who would say that continual
utterance of these "dirty words" who became Mrs. Bruce, Debbi Har
will eventually make them lose their rison is appealingly vulnerable, even
pejorative intentions. Julian Barry's though we know she has the mak
"Lenny" is a two-act summary of ings of endurance. Miss Harrison
some of Bruce's escapades with the has, a grace that imbues her scenes
police and courts as he became less and she is particularly poignant in
of an entertainer and more of a self- her overall understanding of a
appointed social commentator. The woman who hasn't learned how to
play was filmed by Bob Fosse deal with her own escapist fantasies.
several years ago and the technique
Toney Lopez is a strong actor in
employed was that of a black-and- the role of Sherman Hart, a survivor
white documentary, rather preachy of the traditional school of shtick
at times, but cinematically a gripp night club comedian, the man who
ing piece of work.
will linger like a chorus of stale cons
The production of "Lenny" at cience. Lopez also appears as a
the Circuit Playhouse has a fidelity member of "The Tribe," in which
to Barry's intentions as well as to the cast plays various judges,
the original staging by Tom jurors, family members and friends.
O'Horgan. (If one has seen
"Lenny" is less brazen to hear
O'Horgan's productions of "Tom now, since we are more accustomed
Paine," "Futz" and "Hair," there is to abrasive language. It makes a
the overall aura of a fast-moving and kind of devastating logic. If you can
spontaneous show. In reality, accept the Marquis De Sade, you
though, the details of meticulous can accept "Lenny."
stagecraft are unmistakable).
This is true with Marc Martinez'
direction. His genius has been
showered on other stagings, such as
"Dracula" and "El Grande de CocaCola." That he has sufficient talent
and craft to do even more is the
source of a local treasure we all
should cherish. Martinez has placed
two scaffoldings on each side of the
stage. Under one is Small Wonder, a
trio comprised of Dan Tinsley,
The Deer Hunter" is a
Brady Spencer and Mike Martin. devastating cinematic experience,
They perform their musical duties and one which lingers in the
with excellence and occasionally par thoughts long after its conclusion.
ticipate in the action of the play. The Although the movie is more than
Tribe, as some of the characters are three hours in length, it is not an
palled, represent various types and ordeal. It is an absorbing, absolutely
their appearance at the beginning of cohesive film that encompasses a
the play, in formal attire and wear variety of themes.
ing dark glasses, to the accompani
The completeness of the film is
ment of a pounding drum, gets the due purely to the director, Michael
proceedings off to a garish and Cimino. His pacing is marvelous.
theatrical beginning.
The first half has a sense of

Howell Pearre

Films

David Hutchings

endlessness about it, where time is
in stasis. Here we meet the central
characters — a group of men,
Russian-Americans — and follow
them from their harsh factory work
life to their tavern camaraderie. As
they laugh and joke together, teas
ing each other in the intimacy of
male bonded friendship, Cimino
creates the feeling that life will go on
unchanged.
The central emphasis in this
first section is focused on the wed
ding of perhaps the youngest of the
group — Stevie. It is an elongated
wedding scene, complete with ritual
folk dances and drunken gaiety. To
some viewers, the wedding celebra
tion seems too long. But the scenes
of exaggerated, facile fun with
foreshadowings of a disrupted
future. Throughout, there is the con
stant reminder that war awaits
them all.
The film achieves its brutal ex
cellence when it moves into the war
scenes. The transition from peace to
was is totally abrupt. We move from
the wedding to a deer hunt, where all
ia quiet, peaceful, serene. As Nick
(Robert De Niro) stalks his prey, it's
as if his life does have clarity and
worth. For Nick, there is the purity
of the one clean shot. But in war we
see that no clean shots are possible.
From the joy of group togetherness
and the peace of being alone with
nature, we are suddenly in a world of
crazed chaos, where inhuman forces
reign. Cimino totally accelerates the
pacing in this second half. Suddenly,
the endlessness of time becomes the
complete loss of time. We are in a
world of unexpected, rapid fire bar
rage, where all is shortened and cut
off. Time was a soothing backdrop
for weddings and marriage, now it is
a machine-like scythe that destroys.
"The Deer Hunter" shows us
the value of friendship and its'
responsibilities, but its ultimate ef
fectiveness is more specific. Primari
ly, it shows us the misery known as
the Viet Nam war. The greatest hor
ror of the Viet Nam "incursion" was
that few people actually felt its' hor
ror. Since no one knew why we were
there, or what was really going on
there, or even where "there" was it
became an issue rather than' a
an amorphous
^ kf .u6aIity
problem thousands of miles away.
Cimino makes us feel the fren
zied insanity of brutalizing war. But
like all great artists, he is not didacu ™shows rather than

tarvCanrir - ^ iS n° documentary, and Cimino is not trying to tell

us anything factually new. 4tea "
he uses literary devices to make us
see and feel. Through metaphor the bizarre ritual of Russian
Roulette - we see how war crushes
the human spirit and fractures men
who were once whole. Even the

clean shot is not possible here. It's
either suicide or "the pits." The first
scene of Russian roulette is a visual
nightmare impossible to forget. Like
war, it is inhumane, insane, and yet,
for some undeniably exciting — and
elixir of destruction.
There is also great beauty in
"The Deer Hunter. Some of the
photography is exquisite, particular
ly a frightening scene of an attemp
ted helicopter rescue, where the
perspective is such that we seem to
be looking down from the helicopter
at the minuscule men, and from
there to the muddy swift currented
water below.
The acting is universally
superb. Robert De Niro, grizzled and
a little fleshier than usual, reasserts
his status as America's greatest
young actor. It is a less showy roll
than 1978's other brilliant male per
formance — Jon Voight's politiciz
ed,
volatile
yet
intimate
characterization in "Coming
Home." Meryl Streep takes the
rather negligible role of a woman
caught between two men and
elevates that stock character into a
complex woman. The most moving
episodes involve two excellent ac
tors barely even seen before in films.
John Savage (now in Hair) is so
likeably untarnished — that his
wounded vulnerability really pains
us to watch, but Christopher
Walken's Michael is the character
that is impossible to forget. One
scene alone, when we see Mike in a
hospital recovery ward for the
wounded — with his ravaged,
speechless grasp at communication,
is worthy of an Oscar.
There are, of course, some in
dividual weaknesses in "The Deer
Hunter." The scenes of the deer
hunt itself are perhaps too extraor
dinary. The landscape is so obvious
ly unrealistic (the alp-like moun
tains can't be even near Penn
sylvania) and the blissful music
smacks too much of the Norman
Luboff choir. But emotionally, and
thematically the scenes do work.
More troublesome are some untidy,
unanswered enigmas. How does De
Niro, decorated veteran though he
is, enter so triumphantly easily into
Saigon on the insame day of its
evacuation? There is a wallet, con
taining a picture of Merly Streep,
that confusingly turns up in De
Niro's and Walken's hands. We also
wonder about Walken over in Viet
Nam. Are we really to believe that
he thrives solely thorough victories
of Russian roulette?
1978 was an excellent year for
films. "Coming Home," "Days oj
Heaven," "Heaven Can Wait," and
Interiors" were intelligent, absorb
ing movies. But towering above
them all, in scope, vision, and crea
tion is "The Deer Hunter."
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Q&kmArf
Luther Lumbee
t's doubtful that you'll ever see
tn exhibit
of tattoos at Brooks,
(J\7an
I
v ^ even
eve) though they can claim a
venerable lineage in the story of art, and
it's just as safe a bet that you won't find
any evidence of them at the Pink Palace,
although they represent one of the most
enduring aspects of man's culture.The
reason, of course, is that tattoos, unlike
other art forms, create a willful defiance
and commitment to the form. Those not
interested tend to associate tattoos with
the docks and jail cells; those tattooed
bend toward the personal nature of the
form and don't really give a shit what
others think. Part of that latter senti
ment is undoubtedly antisocial, and tat
toos have usually carried with them an
element of nose-thumbing. But beyond
that is the fact that tattooing is the most
personal of all art forms. It is a marking
of the skin that has a permanancy
beyond passing fashion, it is a commit
ment to the self, it defines the self at the
same time as it extends it.
Sporting ink on your skin is like a
peacock spreading his plumage, and like
that fowl sex act, tattoos carry with them
a weighty burden of subconsicious
desires, evoking a range of attractions
and repulsions. There is something
mysterious about tattoos, something
that doesn't fit easily into words.
Perhaps it is that aspect of primitivism,
that act of linking yourself with the
culture of eons ago when first man cut his
skin put ashes in it, and let it heal over
to raise himself out of the ordinary pack
and make him unique. It was magic, and
it was all his.

w

here are no signs of magic or getting laid for the first time. That same tingle,
primitivism when you enter the little that mystery dance, the expectation, and God,
j shop out on Thomas Street just south please let me do good. D.J., the assistant priest,
of Northgate Shopping Center. Nestled prepares you for the ceremony. The foreplay is
in a row of non-descript shops, it is itself lacking gentle, and when Spike, the high priest of the
in distinguishing features. Thefront room is filled ritual, comes in, it is obviously too late to back
with pinball machines, a pool table and a jukebox, out. You are committed. And as he lays out his
much like a neighborhood bar, and on the left wall electric needles, dyes and designs, you arch for
are some couches. The walls are peopled with that initial penetration. It comes fast, and the
satisfied customers and examples of Spike's work pain is exquisite, quickly reaching the point
and signs like "No Spitting" and "You May where pain and pleasure become confused. It is
Have A Wait But A Tattoo Worth Having Is lengthy, from 15 minutes to many days, from $5
Worth A Wait." On first glance, there is a certain to several thousand dollars, but the essentail
amount of awe in looking at the hundreds of truth comes fast: That is you that the man is
drawings and the ownef's collection of marking. The light from the overhead dentist-like'
memorabilia, but though the etchings are good lamp is bright and the atmosphere is heavy with
and artifacts interesting, they hold one's atten your own fears and sweat and you have come to
tion only briefly, for at the back of the large front this moment willingly.
room are a pair of swinging doors leading into a
You have your own reason for marking your
much smaller room. And out of that doorway
comes a sound and a smell that beg to be known. body this way (everybody does), but in the end
Despite the trappings, the atmosphere, the in that reason becomes as elusive as someone ex
trigue of the front room's flash, it is here in the plaining why he believes in God, or why he ac
cepts a psychiatrist's explanations. It's just that
back room that the ancient art lives.
way, as you chose that way to be.
It lives in Spike Thompson, the high priest,
Just as the church and the university stand
the shaman in this sprinkling of colored holy as the end product of the on-going quest for mak
water over the body. "I won't do anybody unless ing some kind of sense out of existence, so Spike
they're really ready for it. I've probably turned Thompson stands as the repository of eons of
away as many people as I've tattooed. When human striving for spiritual comfort. Some peo
they're really serious about it, you can tell." It is ple find it in God, some in knowledge, and, here,
not an easy commitment, for either the artist or some in scarring the under layer of skin so that it
the canvas-bearer, because tattoos come off only
will hold ink in place.
with the skin in which they're imbedded. Remo
val of the ink is as scarring as its implementation. / / 1
'oday, tattooing is still enjoying a
( /
social cult status that seems to stem
You walk in bravely, knowing what's coming
I
J from the late '60 s when a Chicago tatup, or you walk in slightly frightened, knowing
tooist named Cliff Raven did a small
only the outcome, but not the process leading up number on a Playboy fold-out girl. Most people
to it. Either way, getting your first tattoo is like attribute the current appreciation of tattoos as

( /
/

body art from that incident, but even if tattoos
are now acceptable to a larger amount of people,
anyone getting one should realize that tattoos,
like sex, swing widely and frequently in terms of
acceptance. The last time they were really in
vogue was in Victorian times, when even ladies of
style, such as Winston Churchill's mother, proud
ly displayed their touches of class. But viewing
tattoos as fashion is risky, because while there is
no problem in stowing away turquoise jewelry, a
tattoo is there.
Spike was reared in Memphis, growing up
with the usual Southern-boy myriad of ideals and
lusts, and he was bent early-on towards the
aesthetic. "I'd always been into art — I got kick
ed out of school for drawing on the girls'
bathroom walls. I had thoughts when I was a kid
to be an architect, but I never furthered my
education in that direction."
"So I started trucking."
It was while he was forming a familiarity
with every alley and backdoor in downtown that
Spike lost his epidermal virginity. Some friends
talked him into a birthday trip to New Orleans
and gave him his first tattoo as a present.
Thereafter, "we used to go down there twice a
year, and there was this tattoo artist named Jack
Massey. Jack and I got pretty tight... and he us
ed to tell me that if I ever worked up any designs
to send em down and he might use 'em. And he
realized I was serious about my art. "
"When I got laid off from the truck lines, I
called Jack, and he said, 'There's a tattoo artist in
Louisiana called Sailor Bill. Nobody's ever been
able to work for the man over four months. He's a
crazy, carny son of a bitch.' He said, 'He's crazy,
man. I said, 'Hey, that's my kind of people. Let's
boogie. So I packed the old lady on the back of
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the scooter and headed out. That's all we had was
the motorcycle.-'
"It took me six months to get close to this
guy. I was paying my own way and just leaning
over the counter like anybody else, but I wanted
to know and he saw I was serious.
"He was sitting there one day drunker n hell.
It was a payday weekend — there's a big military
base down there — and it was like rush-hour traf
fic. This little guy came up and he had the head of
a woman tattooed on the inside of his arm and he
said, 'I wanta get this covered up.' Sailor Bill
said, 'I tell you what I'll do, I'll cover it up for
$75.' Then he looked at me and said, 'You do it
any cheaper?' I said, 'I'll do it for $85.'
"He said, 'All right, you can do it.'
"I did, and the next day, he had me set up —
ink, needles, everything. I worked for him a year
and a half."
Through Sailor Bill, Spike met Hong Kong
Tom and Don Louis Nolan, two veterans of the
California tattoo scene. "Hong Kong Tom had
worked with Sailor Jerry, who is the main man,
you might say, who turned tattooing around from
just black tattoos to start using a lot of colors
and fine lines." Tom and Don "kidnapped me
and started Spike on a multi-city trek. He went to
Seattle, St. Louis, back to Seattle, to San Fran
cisco, Hollywood, Long Beach, San Diego;
anywhere he figured he could work and still learn.
"See, Tom and Don were like in the Top 5 in
the country, and I knew this was the way I was
gonna have to go. I was gonna have to get up
against these guys and find out what they had go
ing. They were Yankees, but they couldn't help
that."
Finally, years later, he was ready to come
home, and to tackle the Memphis health codes

layers — but I adopted the theory that it's better
if you put it on top of that second layer. There's a
feeling — you know when you're there. The closer
to the top of the surface you can get, the brighter
it'll stay and the longer it'll take to sink into the
skin and spread out.
"That's the reason these older tattoos you
see have spread and are out of proportion — it's
because they were put too deep to begin with.
And something else that we've developed now is
to use white or yellow ink to fill in the whole area
of the tattoo — whether they show up or not, the
Spike, however, was determined. "I wanted ink's got nowhere to spread except out on the
to do my tattooing here, and I wanted to get edges.
Southern people back into tattooing as an art.
Like the rest of society, tattooing has ex
When I was in Southaven, they put me in the perienced, in the last decade, rapid technological
same classification as a hairdresser, and I got one and social changes. Part of that is the Cliff
inspection a month to see if my plumbing Raven-spawned acceptance of the art form, to the
worked." With the help of rock and roll point where a goodly proportion of Spike's work
photographer and then-dentist Richard Sidman, is done on feminine skin (I don't know how many,
Spike satisfied the health department's require I don't keep count, but it's pretty high"). The
ment of bacteriology and layers of skin and dif equipment itself is the bigger part of the change.
ferent dyes and what the needles can do to you.
The development of white and yellow inks that
hold up (depending on how tan the skin gets) and
"I can take this needle and cut you with it,
the fine needles that make possible smaller lines
and it won't feel any different than when I'm tat and more distinctive shadings have furthered the
tooing you. But I can cut you sharper than a art tremendously.
"Ten years ago, it was green,
razor blade can. There are positions you can put yellow, black and red. We didn't have anything
your machine in and positions you can't. And the
else, that's basically what you found. But like
speed of your machine has a lot to do with it. The everything else, the manufacturers have pro
depth you've got set on the needle to go in the
gressed and it's unlimited.
skin has a.lot to do with it."
"The younger guys are putting a lot of money
^™^t is that indefinable quality of feel- into the art (for equipment), drawing their own
/ ing in the fingers that lets a tattooist flash (designs) and giving a shit about what
I (
know when he is at the depth he wants, they're doing . . . It's gotten to the point where
^ and the art is just as much in those the detail is so fine — if you know what you're do
fingers as it is in the designs. "In the old days, ing, you can do just about anything you want on
they used to think the deeper you put it in, the skin.
"I give a guarantee: That tattoo's gonna be
longer it would stay. They'd put it at the bottom
of the second layer of skin — you have two major with you 30 days after you're dead."
that had kept tattooists out of town for more
than a decade and a half. To do that, he had first
to lay siege to Memphis by setting up in
Southaven. "I figured I could tattoo until I could,
figure out how to abide by the Memphis health
regulations." Those regulations weren't foreign
to Spike because he had been working under
similar rules in California; the difference was that
in Memphis tattooing just wasn't cool with the
people downtown and you had to answer their
questions in their language.

Records
Tom O'Neil

RICKIE LEE JONES
"Rickie Lee Jones"
This lady has a great deal of in
sight into male-female relationships.
She can also put it to music. Rickie
Lee Jones is an artist that broke out
of the closet that Laura Nyro used
to write in. She is the little girl that
can make you admit that you are
half the man you think you are. I
think she will be very "big. Her
talent, though very raw, is also very
awesome. On first listen it may not
be discernable because Ms. Jones
has a penchant for slurring some of
her words. Her approach is very
street-wise. The listener should sit
down, lyric sheet in hand, to follow
the album. From then on you're
hooked. The lady's music and her
voice are sheer delight. It has been
quite some time since a female
songwriter has emerged with mass
appeal and something to say.

It is very rewarding for an au
dience to witness an artist admit to
his weaknesses or frailties backed
by one incredible band. It is the
THE RUMOUR
seeds of fantasy. What are true rock
and roll fanatics if not dreamers.
"Squeezing Out Sparks"
Few of us would admit to being
brilliant imaginary lead guitarists,
but none would truly be lax to deny
By the time I got to the third that at one point in his life he wasn't
'cut I was convinced that Elvis in the running. Graham Parker and
Costello was not actually one per The Rumor is one band that you
son, but a genre. I also realized that wished you were in, know what I
The Rumour is one incredible mean? There is vibrancy in this
machine. I could say that Parker is music; although still in its em
less the cynic to Costello's "I'm bryonic stage is pure celebration.
very pissed off to meet you" at Not the angry young man blitz that
titude, or that Costello's images Parker and Costello both emulate,
emerge from the outer fringes com but the pure vitality that only street
pared to Parker's juvenile ear- music delivers. Talent will
thiness. There is a spiritual out...Punk Rock was media hype,
Wave
is
polite
upheaval going on with recording ar New
tists these days. I guess Van Halen categorization...but Rock and Roll
will stand. Thanks Graham.
was the last straw.

GRAHAM PARKER &

"City will make you dirty
But you look alright
You feel real pretty when he's
holding you tight
City will make you mean
But that's the make up on your
face
Love will wash you clean...
In the night.
from "Young Blood"

You may not be able to associate
with her visions but her delivery is
totally disarming. The album's
songs deal with her coping and not
coping with the outside world. Most
of the time she copes with a
vengance.

"Hey boys? How bout a fight?
Cuz here comes Rickie with the
girdle on tight
And if she don't know your
name
She knows what you got
From your matzo balls
To the chicken in the pdt..."
from Danny's All star Joint"

"Rickie Lee Jones" is a
remarkable debut album from a
remarkably gifted person. The raw
energy and talent need not be refin
ed, only broadened, to reach the
mass acceptance she deserves. It
will come.

MCGUINN, CLARK &
HILLMAN
"McGuinn, Clark & Hillman"
Years ago, though I wasn't
there, I always figured one of the
moments in rock and roll was when
the Byrds, playing one of their early
gigs at an obscure joint on the strip
("Ciro's" I think) were joined
onstage by Bob Dylan who added a,
subdued harmonica to their jet plane
version of his "Mr. Tamborine
Man." Think of where the Byrds
would be today if Dylan had picked
them to back him on an upcoming
European tour instead of a Canadian
via Arkansas band, The Hawks. As
it turned out, The Byrds had to
become legendary by themselves.
They did. After one near fatal at
tempt at reunion Roger (Jim)
McGuinn, Gene Clark, and Chris
Hillman (forget Crosby, he was in
some other legendary group
anyway, and Mike Clarke, the cute
one of the group, is in Firefall) have
reunited to prove that they are musi
cians, writers and talents, not just
Byrds. Granted, the old trademarks
are there; McGuinn s high raspy
voice complimented by his
trademark 12 string guitar licks.
Hillman and Clark, however, more
than adequately take up their share
of the slack. Clark's "Backstage
Pass" is lyrically juvenile but it
balances out nicely with the superb
subdued arrangement. McGuinn s
"Don't You Write Her Off" actually
sounds better on the car radio than
it does on your stereo — a sure sign
of a hit record. There are no serious
all out rockers on the album, just
quality Southern California pop
music which draws on all phases of
the music spectrum. If McGuinn,
Clark & Hillman can stay together
long enough to release a second
album, maybe a new super group
will develop, not that we really need
one.

GENERATION X
"Valley of the Dolls"

THE INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING DICKIES
After listening to these two Lps,
one after the other, I couldn't tell
the difference. Generation X offers
£11 the visuals any other typical
English
blank generation band
would: menace, violence and volume.
The only thing that keeps the album
from being a total bore is producer
Ian Hunter's capability. He keeps
the band from approaching the level
of white noise. Hats off to Mr.
Hunter.

veteran producer Bones Howe have
a lot to do with it. Lewis' interlude
with C & W music was a bitter pill to
swallow to many of the Killer's Sun
record fans. It kept the checks com
ing in, but if you wanted to hear him
rock, you had to hear him live. He
always ends up on top of the piano
and sometimes in your lap, but he is
the Killer. With the release of his
newest Lp, Lewis reaffirms the
potential he showed more than twen
ty years ago. The record is spiced
with many oldies, "Every Day I
Have To Cry,'"T Like It LikeThat"
and "Personality," all done with the
finesse only Jerry Lee can ac
complish. James Burton contributes
his very impressive guitar creden
tials on most cuts, but his work on
the opening cut on side 2 is as elec
trifying as Lewis' performance.
"Rockin My Life Away" could
almost be considered Jerry Lee's
personal anthem. From the backing
vocals, to Burton's searing lead, to
Lewis' slurred vocals, it is true
white rhythm & blues. Many local
afficionados and critics will pan this
effort saying that Jerry Lee sounds
luded out or a parodox of his former
self. Well, this is Memphis, and
Memphis is notorious for turning its
back on local heroes. Even E.P.
himself never made that much of a
dent in his own hometown. Well,
above and beyond all that, this is
not Jerry Lee's oldies album, it's his
latest and greatest. Anyone who can
drive their car through the gates of
Graceland while the gates are closed
is more or less ultimate, don't you
think?

GEORGE HARRISON
The Incredible Shrinking
Dickies offers all the visuals a
typical West Coast New Wave band
can....idiot costumes, loud jangling
guitar chords, and of course, colored
vinyl - in this case, mustard yellow.
It makes sense that good old
Rodney Bigenheimer is given
"special thanks" on the back of the
Lp. If you buy this record, you
deserve it; all in all I would much
rather be at a Blondie concert trying
to look up Deborah Harry's dress,
while she let me...try.
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"George Harrison"

This is Harrison's 2nd Lp for
Warner Brothers in conjunction
with his own "Dark Horse" label.
It's not very exciting, but a George'
Harrison album never has been. The
only exciting thing George has ever
done was his rhythm guitar con
tribution to Cream's superior
"Badge" track. These days George
seems to be content with mindless
little pop ditties that don't offend,
and unlike McCartney's mindless
pop ditties, don't sell either. Side
one track three is too much to take.
JERRY LEE LEWIS
Would you believe "Here Comes the
Moon"? I guess it's safe enough to
steal your own material, but the
"Jerry Lee Lewis"
reference to "Here Comes the Sun
is hard to ignore. The album is a
After what seemed like a cen study in mellow. And if that s what
tury of listlessness, the Killer is you crave this record is for you. If
back with a powerful set of driving you are looking for something with a
Memphis rock and roll. His switch little more bite look elsewhere - it's
to Elektra from the country oriented not here. The quiet Beatle remains
Mercury label, and the acquisition of so.

ROBERT GORDON
"Rock Billy Boogie"

Twilley needs to give the Beatle era
another 10 years or so and then,
maybe, their will be a demand for his
repetoire. Robert Gordon's time is
now.

DWIGHT TWILLEY
"Twilley"

PHOTOS BY EBET ROBERTS

I reviewed these two artists
together because both endeavor to
recreate moods of a certain period of
music history. Gordon, of course, is
the prime purveyor of straight
ahead rockabilly while Twilley s
cause seems to be the middle sixties
and keeping the Beatles torch lit.
Gordon succeeds, however, where
Twilley fails. It is apparent that
Robert Gordon lives his music with
all his heart and soul. He doesn't
copy his mentors, he interprets
them. As this third Lp proves, Gor
don is deeply involved with his
material and its proper presenta
tion. He has surrounded himself
with excellent musicians, including
English session whiz Chris Spedding, whose guitar is every bit as
memorable as Gordon's former ax
eman Link Wray. Bob Stoner on
bass and Howie Wyeth on drums,
who backed Dylan on tour, have
been with Gordon since he started
his solo career and are masters of
the rockabilly idiom that Gordon
roams in. All the cuts are good but
Gordon's version of the title cut and
of Conway Twitty's "It's Only
Make Believe" are on a par with the
originals. Robert Gordon is an
original, Dwight Twilly is not.
Twilley's latest effort is an effort to
listen to. You cannot read any press
about Twilley without mention of
The Beatles, Youthful Swagger, and
of course, New Wave. The Beatlish,
Byrdsish music that Twilley dab
bles in is still being heard daily on
the nation's airwaves in their
original form. Unlike Gordon's inter
pretations Twilley's latest seems to
be pure imitation, a trap Tom Petty
seems to fall in and out of also. The
production is annoying. What he has
done, working with only three other
musicians, is overdubbed his ass off.

JOE JACKSON
"Look Sharp"
The front cover of the Joe
Jackson record would appear to hint
at a 50's revival type. The back
cover hints, with a threat of menace,
of the crashing of a new wave.
Neither is the case, Joe Jackson is a
new artist to be reckoned with.
Working with a very sparse (guitar,
bass and drums) backing, Jackson
manages to squeeze out very bit of
emotion possible in a gamut of per
sonal and somewhat adolescent tur
moil that is his music. For all I
know, he might still be a teen-ager.
His debut album is what the true
working class hero in England is all
about. There is anger and rage here
that few Americans can appreciate.
He more than tips his hat to the
Costellos, Lowes, and even the Rottens of his own generation, but he
also adds his own credibility with
such songs as "Is She Really Going
Out With Him?" and "Pretty Girls"
which gives him the distinction of
being Punkish with heart.
One of the promising things to
develop in todays new music is the
musicians themselves. If you're go
ing to play basic rock and roll with
just a three man band then you had
better be good, cause if you're not
it's going to be very obvious.
Jackson's outfit, consisting of Gary
Sanford on guitar, Dave Houghton
on drums, and stellar bass guitarist
Graham Maby are all simple yet
superb. There is no overblown pro
duction and the timing is excellent.
A well thought out, and well con
ceived effort that delivers. That's all
we ask.

'•Someone's got it in for me, they're
planting stories in the press.
Whoever it is I wish they'd cut it out
quick, but when they will I can only
guess."
Although Nick Lowe's produc
tion company is "Keepitasahobby"
Productions, Elvis Costello has
chosen to make a career of his music,
and, like it or not, he will eventually
have to make a few concessions or
get another job. Jake Riviera has
been a shrewd manager in the handl
ing of his client. He's packaged him
up with Elvis' name. Buddy
Hobby's looks, Dylan's lyricism and
Jerry Lee's reputation, creating a
monster of sorts from fragments of
American rock and roll legends. But
the package hasn't sold too well, and
though the third album made a
respectable dent in American
pocketbooks, you're still not likely
to hear an Elvis Costello tune once
an hour on the radio. Mass appeal is
the one ingredient necessary for the
coveted airplay — and media en
dorsement is the one ingredient
necessary for mass appeal. When
the press finally acknowledges
Costello, they are proud to report
that he is an ill-mannered limey with
no respect for his musical roots.
But Elvis knows that nothing is
fair in love and war, and despite his
little idiosyncrasies he's still one of
the most exciting chapters rock and
roll has experiences in the last
decade. For the first time since
Dylan, someone is writing lyrics
that cut through the hype and bear
personal expression, as opposed to
lyrics written for the sake of rock
and roll slogan. Springsteen was
supposed to be the new lyricist but
he and his adolescent alliterations
never quite grew up. Costello, on the
other hand, has grown up fast,
becoming more aware than is com
fortable in this day and time. Both
integrity and insight are evident in
his work, and unlike most recent
rock writers, Elvis is attempting to
respond in a sincere manner to his
own emotions.
Along with the lyrics comes an
amazing precision musicianry that
seems almost mathmatically
calculated; as if he has translated
the language of the computers he
programmed into melody lines.
Many of the songs begin with a
phrase from the B side of some old
hit, but before you have a chance to
put your finger on what hit,
Costello's imagination has taken
over and turned the tune around.
While the lyrics build in a stream of
consciousness whirlpool, they are,
nevertheless, highly structured.
Likewise, the music, though
mechanically ordered, is never con
stricted. Unforgettable on record, it

WILL SUCCESS SPOIL
DECLAN PATRICK
MCMANUS?
Suzanne Phelps
becomes hypnotic in live perfor
mance as all the elements of
Costello's artistry are combined in
force. The music is the man and the
man is the music.
What began on "My Aim Is
True" as a quizzical and shy anger
toward the world and its little in
justices, particularly romantic in
justices, has developed into a com
plex and bitter outlash at the
political state of mind of the world
and its blind mad dash into spiritual
and technical holocaust. "Armed
Forces," originally titled "Emo
tional Facism, " vascillates between
political outrage and personal vasection, creating a disturbed but
sophisticated frenzy. Costello,
always obsessed with being the vic
tim, is working on victimizing

himself. Sensitivity of this caliber
has come to mean imbalance in to
day's society which has purposely
numbed its members with massive
doses of media and chemicals. If by
some chance you have escaped the
programming and still have a few
live nerve endings and active brain
cells then you suffer the conse
quences.
Intensifying Costello's struggle
with the "image" has been the
criticism received from all sides on
this latest American tour. The au
diences whined about short sets and
bad attitude; the press was insulted
with his complete inaccessibility,
and everyone's national pride was
injured by his un-American, racist
remarks to a certain "lady" in a bar
room brawl. Perhaps it was an at

tempt to redeem himself and soften
the angry assault on this country
when he called a press conference in
New York on April Fool's weekend
to explain why he felt he did not
have to explain his remarks. For
months everyone has been trying to
get an interview with Elvis Costello
and just when the media is ready to
write him off he calls a press con
ference. One wonders if maybe he
doesn't find America and its spoiled
rich ways appealing after all.
Perhaps just one small compromise
here and there won't hurt.
Creating a legend is sticky
business and rule number one is con
trol what you create. It is difficult to
imagine what degree of cultural
shock occurs between the life of a
computer
programmer
in
economically-depressed England
and the life of a British rock star
caught in the clutches of the ex
travagant American music in
dustry. Unfortunately, that wealth
is accompanied by a power structure
that is product-oriented. Leave your
personality problems at home, boys,
because nobody likes a smart ass
and you want the nice people to like
you.
Rock and roll music has become
just another corporate commodity
in this country. The latest British in
vasion, having posed a possible
threat to America's formula rock
and its assembly-line stars, was
quickly suppressed. From the Sex
Pistols through Costello and The
Clash the press has be instrumental
in the kill, either disregarding or
discrediting one British group after
another. The pressure to conform to
stateside standards has become a
major obstacle to success, as radio
only offers listeners America's
Brand X "punk rock" or "new
wave" straight from the starmaker
machinery — homogenized disco
punk like The Babys and Cheap
Trick with all the fixtures but none
of the feelings of the original British
version. It is no wonder that
Costello, fellow stiff Nick Lowe and
manager Jake Riviera have pro
jected an attitude of disgust
towards America, its money and
particularly its industry supported
rock stars. Lowe pretty well sums it
up on his "Pure Pop For Now Peo
ple":
Well when they cut the record
The record hit the charts
Some one in the newspaper
Said it was art....
Hey long distance, it's a rock and
roll romance
CBS is gonna pay a great big
advance.
Hey Atlantic, c'mon take a chance
Arista says they love it
but the kids can't dance to it.
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Well they cut another record
It never was a hit
Someone in the newspaper
Said it was shit
They called it rock. They called it
rock. They called it rock. They called
it rock. *
Costella takes the world and its
stupidity personally, and now must
decide how he will cope. Listening to
all three albums in chronological
order, to the progression of his anx
ieties, I become involved to the
point of embarrassment for this man
who has bared his gut toanyone who
has 6 bucks. What more could he
tell you face to face than what he has
revealed already through his music?
His private life has become public
property, so perhaps his public life
needfully remains private. Of all the
lyrics the one that sticks in my mind
as some kind of summation is, oddly
enough, one simple line written to
someone else: "Alison, I know this
world is killing you." * It seems that
the world is killing Declan Patrick
McManus and his frustrations and
fears are driving him to self-destruct
before the world destroys him.
Certainly it would be easier to
just go along for the ride, play the
game by the rules and go over the
edge when everyone else does. But
Costello has chosen to see just how
much he can take before he either ex
plodes or becomes numb on his own
terms. For this I maintain a great
deal of respect. The American
public,
however,
neither
understands nor appreciates so
meone waging war on themselves
and expecting to be financed.
Therefore,
when
Costello
misbehaves, on stage or off, and
allows his eccentric personality to
interfere with such things as
showmanship and congeniality ...
well, that just won't do.
There is a message within
Costello somewhere and he seems
desperate to hear it himself. If he
can survive the process of slowmotion explosion he may be able to
answer some of his own questions,
discovering a way to remain the per
son developing within and also func
tion in an acceptable way for the rest
of society. He is facing decisions
that may well freeze-dry him for the
future. As for his success in the
music business, that will depend on
his ability to come to terms with
himself and decide how much he in
tends to concede to his public. As he
treads the fine line between cor
porate stardom and personal integri
ty, I find myself asking that age old
question, "Will sucess spoil Declan
Patrick McManus?"
• Idiot Wind. Bob Dylan• 1974 Rams Horn Music
•They Called It Rock. Nick Lowe. ,977. Stiff Records. Ltd
•My Aim Is True Elvis Costello 1977. Stiff Records, Ltd

musician and Costello the man. resulted in the evening's zenith of in
While Costello the musician con sight as, when confronted by a
respectful audience's concerned ova
veyed his discontent with possessed
efficiacy, Costello the man was tion, Costello and Attractions stood
dumbfounded, as if in disbelief at
awkward; unsure of the means, or
even the wisdom, of communicating the crowd's willingness to ignore
Rob Knies with his enthusiastic supporters. such annoyances.
The reception seemed to infuse
The ultimate impression was that of
Elvis Costello has made a career a man trapped by his material, the band with a renewed vigor,
resulting in an electrifying "Big
of extrapolating upon the unable to relate on a personal level.
Not until after the fourth song, Boys" and a fine rocker version of
stereotypical "angry young man"
"Accidents Will Happen" during
persona, transforming it into an ex "Hand in Hand", did Costello utter
ploration of youth's most disturbing a non-lyrical word: "Good evening, which Elvis almost smiled.
"We're gonna do a song now
psychological aspects. Frustration. how are ya?" When the somewhat
Revenge. Guilt. These are the roots quizzically awed throng failed to res about a subject very near to my
heart," Elvis intoned, "RADIO! It's
of Costello's rage, from which he pond, he added impatiently, "Well,
for the cheapskate bastards who
crafts powerful, cathartic songs, how ARE ya?" Clad in a lime-green
laden with emotionalism and lame jacket, Costello's severely don't play our records." And then
delivered with snide aloofness restricted movements and the came "Radio Radio", as Costello
designed to mask their underlying band's static lack of motion did and mates finally found the sanity's
edge tone of expression thus far
nothing to assuage the developing
missing, with the singer emphasiz
The resultant music, intense communications gap.
After a spastic "Waiting for the ing "You BETTER listen to it."
and demanding, has reaped for
But then, just 51 minutes after
End of the World", during which
Costello reams of praise and a sur
prising amount of public acceptance, Costello approached the edge of the the set's genesis, as the band was
considering the escapist bias stage, only to recoil in uncertainty, settling onto a loftly plateau, it was
over. Upon finishing "Radio",
reflected in the present-day record came "Goon Squad", followed by

ELVIS COSTELLO
St. Louis Keil Auditorium

PHOTOS BY BUTCH ALLEN

tuying habits of the American con
sumer. Escape is not an Elvisian
heme. He confronts and mocks the
iretension of everyday life with dislainful sneer, and such as been his
uccess that he is rapidly ap»roaching the coveted/dreaded
tatus of "major artist."
But his reputation has been
orged on record. In person, Elvis
Costello and the Attractions suffer
rom one undeniab.e, and possibly
nsurmountable, fJiw, as was made
ipparent during the band's aptearance at St. Louis' Kiel Opera
douse on March 6. Quite simply,
Slvis is a prisoner of his own
vengeance.
From the beginning, when
Costello and cohorts strode unanlounced onto the Opera House stage
md launched immediately into
'(What's So Funny 'Bout) Peace,
j0ve and Understanding",'one fact
jecame obvious: Elvis has not been
ible to adopt a stage presence which
lifferentiates between Costello the

impassioned
reading
of
Bacharach/David's "I Just Don't
Know
What
to
Do
with
Myself "(recorded on the Stiffs Live
LP) which was the evening's first"
highlight. The latter's success pro
mpted Costello to verbally introduce
"Oliver's Army", but the intensity
generated by that song was blunted
by an inexplicably padded "(I Don't
Want to Go to) Chelsea", during
which drummer Pete Thomas miss
ed a beat, a sin for which he was
summarily chastised by Elvis, as
the crowd learned that it was not the
sole target of Costello's smug ar
rogance.
During "Green Shirt," Costello
displayed a steely gaze not totally
unlike that of punk/new wave col
league Johnny Rotten. "Lipstick
Vogue", highlighted by Costello's
vocal abilities was marred by a
malfunctioning amp which had
muted the impact of Steve Naive's
gloriously tinny keyboard runs all
evening. The sound troubles

Costello snarled, "Goodby St.
Louis," tossed his guitar against an
amp and exited. The house lights
came up, a reggae tape began to
play, and eventually the puzzled
crowd began to disperse, finally sen
sing that there would be no encore.
"That was a bullshit concert,"
screamed one disappointed ticketholder.
With the sound problems and
the concert's first half doldrums, no
doubt many of the patrons left
disullusioned. Costello's impact was
of sufficient intensity to distinguish
it from the run-of-the-mill affair, but
his apparent disregard for his ad
mirers was inexcusable.
Of course, any performer can be
forgiven a bad performance, but
Costello's inablility or refusal to
relate to his audience is an infinitely
more serious weakness, one which
must be resolved before he takes his
seemingly destined berth in the rock
and roll pantheon.
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STEVE FORBERT
P.O.E.T.'s

Gordon Alexander
Fresh from the red clay hills of
Mississippi by way of New York Ci
ty, young Steve Forbert rambled in
to town last month, offering two
sold-out houses at P.O.E.T.'s Music
Hall a tasteful repertoire of song
from his "Alive on Arrival" Lp, as
well as a smattering of new composi
tions.
Resembling a cross-clone of Bob
Dylan and Leif Garrett, Forbert
greeted the crowd with an en
thusiastic "What's happenin'?",
beaming ear to ear while adjusting
his harmonica holder. Noting the
change in geography from a
previous night's stopover in
Boulder, he opened his first set with
a tune called "Song for the South."
"Baby's waking to the Delta sun /
she's waking up to blues and she's
on the run / I want to do for you
what you done for me / Time's gonna
take me back to you." "Memphis,
Tennessee!" he exclaims, before in
troducing his next song, as if over
whelmed by the rich musical
heritage that undoubtedly shaped
his budding career as a singer back
home in Meredian. Apprehensive,
either from the presence in the au
dience of his mom and dad or fellow
songwriter John Prine, Forbert ap
pears anxious to please as he slides
into "Grand Central Station," an ac
count of his life and times in the
clutches of the Big. Apple. The
rather gruff vocals, which have led
to the invariable comparisions to
early Dylan, contrast sharply with
the baby-faced singer who, in the
flesh, looks as though he might have
a hard time buying a beer down at
the corner grocery.
The Dylan likenesses are not
without foundation. The tousled
hair, the denim and boots, the harp
holder and acoustic guitar, as well as
the lyrical allusions of lost innocence
and urban blues do nothing to
dissuade one from Dylan in the six
ties. Forbert's delivery is forceful
yet not overbearing, indicative that
he has attained a degree of precision
in his music which suits his par
ticular style of artistry. Forbert's
bassist and drummer join him
onstage for "What Kinda Guy,"
complete with the urban refrain
"I'm Mississippi, got the New York
blues." The full band comes out for
"Stev.e Forbert's Midsummer
Night's Dream," treating the crowd
to an electrified, rocking version of
the singer which had been concealed
by the sparse accompaniment and
acoustic sound of his debut Lp.
Forbert dances, prances, dips, duckwalks and leaps into the air in bet

ween sips from a can of Budweiser,
tricks gleaned from hours of hang
ing out at New York punk clubslike
Max's and CBGB's.' 'It Isn't Gonna
Be That Way" follows a tune
dedicated to Brian Wilson, as he
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reiterates the theme of youthful ad
justment that was so prevalent in
his first album. As he dashes off the
songs from the record, throwing in
another new composition, "Romeo's
Tune,"for good measure, Forbert
begins to settle in and loosen up. All
too soon he closes the set with the
crowd's requested favorite, "Goin'
Down to Laurel." The audience br
ings him back for an encore of
"Hootchie Cootchie Man." After a
rousing version of Sam the Sham's
"Wooly Bully" caps the evening's
performance, Forbert retreats to his
dressing room to relax in the com
pany of well-wishers and solicit the
all important critiques of Mr. and
Mrs. Forbert, Sr.
Steve Forbert, like Dylan,
Prine,and others, has utilized his ur
ban education to gain a musical
perspective not available in
townships like Meredian, Mississip
pi. Not only does Forbert convince
his audience that he means every
word, he adds a dimension to his
lyrical ballads with the use of im
aginative choreography that has
been lacking in the live perfor
mances of many graduates of the
singer/songwriter school. With the
advent of video, stage awareness
will cont'nue to play an everincreasing role in the life of the
entertainer, no matter what his par
ticular profession. It is singers like
Forbert who deem it necessary that
musicians everywhere take heed and
resign themselves to the fact that
success in the business just is. t
decided anymore by two or three
spins of a. thin platter of black vinyl.

ROBERT JOHNSON
East End Ball Room

Gordon Alexander
Who is Robert Johnson? And
why is he saying all those nice
things about himself? To begin with,
R.J. logged valuable session time
with Stax recording giants like
Issac Hayes, playing guitar on
Hayes' multi-million seller, "Shaft."
R.J. auditioned some years back to
fill the vacancy created by the death
of Rolling Stones' guitarist Brian
Jones, a job that eventually went to
Mick Taylor. Later, R.J. toured with
Who bassist John Entwhistle's
short-lived rock venture, Ox. Not
bad credentials for a kid from
Frayser, Tennessee. Johnson's hardearned stature as a hot shot
guitarist earned him theprivilege of
cutting an album's worth of tunes
for Infinity Records, and to bask in
the limelight of the favorable press
reviews which were sure to follow.
And that's exactly what transpired.
"Close Personal Friend" was releas
ed in December of last year, playing
to the critic's corner from L.A. to
New York and back home to Mem
phis. The album sold at a respec
table clip, airplay in the major
markets was encouraging and
Robert Johnson became a hot com
modity. End of story? Not quite.
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Somewhere along the bridal path to
success the smell of the roses lured
R.J. into a rock and roll fantasy
where he chose to hide with his
guitars, his attorneys, his close per
sonal friends and his press clippings.
Adhering to the concept that
familiarity breeds contempt, R.J.
made public appearances a rarity,
occasionally showing up at a local
nightspot to jam or play a couple of

his own compositions. This type of
Howard Hughes existance, the ec
centric recluse format, was used to
great advantage by Bob Dylan and
has worked exceedingly well for
British superstar Elvis Costello.
Sooner or later, however, pressures
from the outside world demand that
the star come down from his lofty
perch and meet both admirers and
skeptics on their own terrain.
After a successful stint on the
west coast, R.J. and band, David
Cochran on bass guitar and Blair
Cunningham on drums, surprised
everyone by agreeing to a one-night
stand at the newly-opened East End
Ballroom, thereby offering the locals
a
view of the band for the firsttime. The much-anticipated concert
drew a capacity crowd.not surpris
ing, as record sales in Memphis area
shops indicated a keen interest in
the Frayser native. R.J. came
onstage in his usual 50's attire, pink
eyeglasses, pleated trousers and
"close personal friend" promo tie.
From the opening chords of'Kerri"
throughout the rather lengthy per
formance, the stuff that legends are
make of never quite surfaced above
the din created by the 3-member
group. The tunes themselves" were
driven past their breaking points;
the meandering soliloquies on
guitar, an occurence which was
gratefully absent from the record
album, only served to diffuse any at
tempts by the band to create a first
class rock and roll show.R.J.himself
found it a bit awkward being
onstage, affecting a modified bump
and grind during guitar breaks,
moving to his right at different occa
sions to nod approvingly and silent
ly dedicate specific licks to a host of
fans crowded at the foot of the
stage. In between tunes, there was
ample time to promote the band.
"We sold 36,000 albums in Los
Angeles. Here in Memphis we only
sold 6,000." "Bruce Springsteen
saw us play and he said 'Man, you're
good but that bass player is incredi
ble!"' A staple of R.J.'s repertoire
for years, Elvis' "Burning Love,"
demonstrated the quality of which
Johnson is capable, but other than
David Cochran's tidy bass lines,
there was precious little to rejoice
about in what turned out to be a
rather dismal evening.
It just may be that Robert
Johnson the myth grew to such
giant proportions that it consumed
Robert Johnson the manin aneffort
to satisfy an insatiable appetite for
the coveted status of superstardom.
It is uxi everyday occurence in the
lore of contemporary rock and roll,
proving once again that the mastery
of one's own fate is oftentimes a
more difficult task than traveling
the road it takes to get there.
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stage. The "wimp" look perfected
by Neilson and Carlos contrasted ef
fectively with the "pretty boy" im
age nurtured by the other half of the
Gordon Alexander the band, and the lighting crew did
an excellent job of coloring the even
Cheap Trick, riding the charts ing's escapades. The music however,
with their 4th Lp, "Live at was laborious and as pretentious as
Budokan," proved that you needn't the performers themselves, proving
be Foreigner or Aerosmith to be bor once again that theatrical gim
ing, as they played to twenty-two mickry and sex appeal can woo an
hundred slap-happy teenagers at the audience when all else fails. No
wonder they're so popular in Japan.
North Hall.

CHEAP TRICK
Auditorium N. Hall

The first Cheap Trick album,
featuring "Taxman," "Candy" and
"He's A Whore," had hinted at a
Beatle/Who amalgam of sound that
at the time offered a welcome respite
from the avalanche of mediocre new
recordings on the contemporary
market. The "are we not stars? we
are bozos" image adopted by
guitarist Rick Neilson and drummer
Bun E. Carlos seemed to indicate
that the fellas didn't take the music
biz as seriously as did their pro
moters. Their second offering, "In
Color," maintained the group's
status as borderline stars and the
rave reviews accorded their third,
"Heaven Tonight," brought the
mixed blessing of radio airplay and
media coverage that has a way of
turning innocent kids from Peoria
into just so much rock and roll cur
rency.
Onstage, the highly-energized,
sometimes brilliant style of the
group was muted by the carefullyorchestrated mannerisms of lead
guitarist Neilson, whose sleepwalk
ing and selected leaps into space im
plied an "I've done this routine so
many times I feel like I'm fixin' to
die" attitude and not the spon
taneous command of the stage one
might have anticipated. The pace of
the concert was hampered even fur
ther by the meandering guitar solos
and stale riffs better left to groups
on the par of Styz, queen or any
number of pubescent dream-boats
who always seem to have more hair
than musical ability.
Cheap Trick looked good on

JOHN PRINE
P.O.E.T.'s

Rob Knies
The pungent aroma of mari
juana wafted into John Prine's
nostrils as the Chicagoan sang the
opening bars of his classic, "Illegal
Smile."
The lyric of "Illegal Smile" is a
wry, satrirical analysis of the potsmoker's philosophy: "For
tunately/I have the key/To escape
reality." Such subtleties apparently
escaped the reality of more than a
few of the herbed souls who forked
over eight bucks for John Prine,
Minor Living Legend, at P.O.E.T.S.
Music Hall on Mar. 23 and 24, a
Southwind's Concerts Production.
The sight of this incongrous toking by persons oblivious to Prine's
tongue-in-cheek enunciation of lines
like "just trying to have me some
fun" was ludicrous, and one
wondered if Prine had envisioned
such occurences when he wrote the
song.
,
_ ,
Probably. Pathos is John
Prine's stock-in-trade. From the
pathetic advisor parodied in his
"Dear Abby" to the travails of the
elephant boy in "Sabu Visits the
Twin Cities Alone," Prine has con
sistently developed pitiable, finely
crafted characters who cry out for
sympathy.
For a folk-oriented performer,
Prine attracted an inexplicably
raucus reception. Having just
returned from Chicago, where he

and his band members took a week's
hiatus from the recording they've
been doing at Phillips Studios here,
Prine was greeted by an audience
which seemed to know his songs as
well as he did himself, and he quite
obviously appreciated the response.
Prine performed two sets which
encompassed a range of emotions
extending from the deadly
earnestness of "Sam Stone" to the
rollicking humor of "Pretty Good."
But the foremost ingredient in
Prine's emotional brine is his acute
awareness of the pathos inherent in
twentieth century existence, and it
is this sensitivity to which Prine
returns repeatedly that rescues his
records, as well as his performance,
from run-of-the-mill folkiedom.
Following a tepid, corny set by
Nashville acousticist Sam Miller,
Prine and cohorts strutted on stage,
smiling effusively, and launched in
to a good-natured "Spanish Pipe
Dream," with Prine on acoustic
guitar. After the introductory
number, Prine shed the acoustic for
a black Stratocaster and performed
"My Own Best Friend." Despite the
electric overtones, Prine resembled
nothing so much as a medieval
travelling minstrel as he sang "Fish
and Whistle," the lead-off track
his most recent LP, "Bruised
Orange." The song received quite a
warm welcome, due in no small part
to the hypnotic pennywhistle of ver
satile instrumentalist Howard Levy.
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"Fish and Whistle" seemed tc
transport the audience to a higher
level of familiarity and they began
to participate freely, singing along
during the songs, and shouting re
quests in between which Prine often
acknowledged.
The evening's initial highlight
came when Prine and band launched
into "Crooked Piece of Time,
rather unimaginative selection from
"Bruised Orange." On stage,
however, it was transformed into an
instrumental tour de force, as each
sideman demonstrated his own in

ventive facility. Guitarist JohnnyBurns got a chance to stretch out a
bit in front of the razor-edged,
precise rhythm section of Tommy
"Pickles" Pickarski and drummer
Angleo Various, as Levy supplied a
mellifluous organ not unlike that of
The Band's Garth Hudson.
After "Crooked" Prine remain
ed alone on stage and began a short,
four-songed solo segment with a
tune from the upcoming album,
"Jehosephat," followed by "Illegal
Smile" with the concomitant cannibis, things temporarily took a sur
realistic turn, leading into Prine's
next selection, the fragile, eccentric
"Sabu."
Then, to enthusiastic cheers,
Prine presented "Dear Abby," with
seemingly the entire crowd joining
in on the chorus.
Prine
concluded
the
"Everybody's Favorites" section of
the show with a somber reading of
"Sam Stone," accompanied only by
Levy's ethereal organ. The emo
tional impact of the song, un
diminished by the passing of the
years, prepared the crowd for the
renewed vigor of '"That's the Way
the World Goes Round" when the
remainder of the band reappeared.
The unexpectedly strong instrumen
tal punch of the group was
highlighted in "There She Goes," a'
little country jump given a more
substantial arrangement than on
record, as well as in "I Had A
Dream."
After "Try to Find Another
Man" Prine introduced the band
and declared "I'm John Prine and
this is "Pretty Good," followed by a
tender version of "Hello in There"
from the first album and "Please
Don't Bury Me" with Levy on man
dolin, ending the set.
Prine, shorn of his jacket,
returned to shout "Speaking in a
Foreign Tongue" and performed the
much-requested "Sweet Revenge"
before closing with a blistering song
from the upcoming album entitled
The second set, like the first,
lasted about 90 minutes, and includ
ed a few alternate selections:
" Paradise"(Muehlenberg County)
"Souvenirs" and "If You Don't
Want My Love," — as tedious live
as it is on record.
In these days of the Platinum
Madness which has infected the
music industry, the position of ar
tists like John Prine — honest,
unassuming craftsmen — is none too
secure.
Thus is it altogether satisfying
to witness such a performer verify
his musical existence, affirming a
refusal to succumb to the pathos
which infects his characters.
"Just trying to have some fun"?
Indeed.
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Nightlife
PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS
WHO SUPPORT
THE DIXIE FLYER

WHAT DO
Steve Newman
Andy Turner
The Cotton Exchange
Nobody's Business
Steve Lockwood

Rock-n-Roll

NEW HORIZONS

SID SELVEDGE

DAILY PLANET

1/2

Ping-Pong Tournment
Everv Wed. P.M. 8:00
block west of Park-Highland

456-9437

3439 Park Ave.

New Owner and Atmosphera

Have In
Common?
Live Music

Wed thru Sun
Live Entertainment

79 Jefferson

JEFFERSON
SQUARE

CAFE

644 South Highland

TRADER DICK
LOVES
Mixed Drinks 2 For 1
Monday Thru Friday
4-7 p.m.

/•A
f: \
.

/

Jl Touch of Vegm

Live Music
Beer Pizza
I588 Madison

WHERE THE GIRLS ARE
ROLLERBALL CONTEST, '100 CASH *7*

Ladies only
Mixed drinks 50C
4-7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Free Hors d'oeuvres

Dinner and Lunch
Now Being Served
by Victor of

THE WELL

Mad Max Deli
KISSHG CONTEST'WO CASH
726-0992

LIVE MUSIC EVERY
NIGHT
SUNDAY 4:00 p.m.

Tom White Quartet
The Settlers 8:00 p.m.

FOR JUNE:
Tony Joe White,
Jerico, Keith Sykes,
Rick Christian, Mark
Collie, Paul Eaton,
Tommy Hoehn, Gary
Hardy, Lower 40
Grass

TRADER DICKS 2012 MADISON AVENUE MEMPHIS

JUNE

ROCK
AND
ROLL
STEW
Elizabeth Beadles
Despite the persistent
season the night life in Memphis is
beginning to feel the effects of spr
ing fever. Warmer weather is bring
ing them out of the woodwork and
into the clubs for a little music and a
lot of boose. One place that's been
rockin' lately is The Well on
Madison, with live music seven
nights a week, cheap beer and
homemade pizza. Depending on
what night you wander in, you can
hear anything from Wagner & Cantrell's bluegrass duo to the good
time rock n' roll of The Randy Band.
The Randy Band are
four
bright young lads producing an
original sound with original
material. Even their cover tunes
don't sound like the records and
that's good news for midtown. Ran
dy Chertow reasons that "We hang
out together anyway, we might as
well hang out with guitars." Well,
the relationship has been profitable
and the songs, from "Cold
Vengeance" to "Fat Boy" are a
fresh change from the radio repeats
you hear so often. Tommy Hull, lead
vocalist, is the author and arranger
of some 30 tunes and claims to be
able to sing in six octaves. I myself
have only heard four but he may
just be holding out. Rickie Braynan.
ex,Scruff, sings back-up vocals and
plays guitar along with Tommy.
Even with two guitars there is no
obnoxious Nugent-type noise as the
leads are taken by Chertow on the
bass. Hull, influenced by Lou Reed
and John Lennon has developed a
diversified style, preventing the
band from becoming just another
boring attempt to misinterpret so
meone else's music. The group has
had a little trouble finding a good
drummer, but the grapevine tells me
they've been able to get Vayde
"Buzz" Waddy, III. This is one
bunch of boys who enjoy playing
rock and roll and exert a little
energy into their performance.
Naked City is another high
energy band with a different style.
J. Allen heads them up and is a jack
of all trades, writing, singing, play
ing guitar, keyboards and har
monica. Bassist Twitch Davis,
formerly of Alamo is also featured
on vocals. The music is all up-tempo
hard-rockin with influences from
the late sixties and early seventies
including the Stones and Bowie and
other Glitter Rock artists. Most
songs are original and cover tunes
include "Drive My Car" by the
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Beatles and "20th Century" by the
Rolling Stones. My favorites is one
of Allen's tunes, "Woman Like
You" which builds into a reggae
beat with clipped vocals and good
harmony. These are professional
musicians who work hard and put on
a good show. Visually they bring to
mind the glitter period of rock with
their high boots, tight pants and
make-up. Look for an album to be
released soon.
Another band you can catch at
The Well is Panther Burn, who occassionally only singes. They don't
play Ted Nugent, they don't play
Elvis Costello, they don't play
Waylon and sometimes they don't
play at all. The personnel is flexible
and guest appearances are not
altogether rare. One highlight
recently was Randall Lyon's perfor
mance of his "Nuclear Baby." Alex
Chilton has a new haircut and Gus
Nelson has worked up "Pretty
Woman," the old Roy Orb'ison hit.
Members of the Irish band Horslips
were spotted in the audience after
their show at Solomon Alfred's and
were impressed that the band has
been able to capture the "pub
sound" so well. If you're not expec
ting anytKing particular then you
won't be disappointed if the band
doesn't finish but three or four
songs.

Off the
Record

Suzanne Phelps

Work has begun at Ardent on a
new 42 track studio to be completed
in September. Meanwhile ZZ Top is
completing an album there with pro
ducer Bill Ham. Tommy Hoehn, Joe
Hardy, and John Hampton have
finished cutting four songs and Ed
die Floyd is back in the studio.
Hampton and Hardy are also work
ing with Greg Redding who is pro
ducing his own material.
Memphian Van Duren has
delayed production on his new
album to take on more respon
sibilities of managing Big Sound
Records in Wallingford, Connec
ticut, following the departure of Jon
Tiven. Big Sound artist The
Yankees and Roger C. Reale will
have albums released in Japan as
well as in England by the end of
May and England's New Musical
Express is showing a big interest in
the label.
The Amazing Rhythm Aces are
back on the road again and Keith
Sykes has packed his trucks and
headed for Montserrat to record the
Jimmy Buffett for about a month.
While he's gone The Jam Band will
carry on here in town with a lot of

new original material by bassist Ray
Barrickman and new guitarist, John
Burgard.
During the Memphis in May
festival local high schools were
visited by artists on May 10th and
11th. A grant from NEA allowed
Phineas Newborn, Johnny Shines,
Jim Dickinson and Harmonica
Frank Floyd to do assembly pro
grams and workshops with the
music students in eight Memphis
High Schools.
Barry Shankman has been out
shopping around his tapes of Tennie
Hodges and Roland Robinson.
Music from The Klitz, America's
new sweethearts, produced by Jim
Dickinson will provide the sound
track for a new underground movie
to be shown in Chattanooga. "A
Day in The Park, Stevie Beamish"
will feature "Love is Blue" which
was recorded in Barry Shankman's
B.R. Toad Studios.
Charlie Feathers has cut tunes
in Cincinnatti for a new album on
the Feather's label. Larry Raspberry
has a new record deal and will be in
the studio soon. Joe Mulherin.as
well as former Highsteppers' J.
Elvin Bishop and Saxman Jerry%
McKinney have been in Vegas play
ing with Peggy Lee and enjoying
every minute of it. David Cochran
off to England for sessions with
former Bowie guitarist Mick Ronion.

Just Jazz

COUNT BASIE AND
SARAH VAUGHN

Beth Hoople
A true fan of Count Basie nods
his head, or snaps fingers, or just
taps a foot, and when Basie and his
band extraordinaire started with
"That Old Thing" the fans were
there, tapping in time. As expected,
the sound was that mellow big band,
lots-of-horns sound, made more
vivid by the brushes scratching on
the cymbals, imitating the sound of
an old Victrola. The excellence of the
band, throughout, was consistent in
the fine interplay among the
trumpets over flutes over saxaphones and trombones. And of
course, there was the Count; looking
stodgy and accountant-like in a grey
pinstripe suit till he sat down at the
piano and brought out his fine sen
sitive tough to the keys.
Count Basie and his band left the
stage to highly enthusiastic and
receptive applause; leaving before
we were satiated — the mark of a
good performer.
However, if there was one real
star of the show, the honor fell to
Sarah Vaughn. Singing may be a
misnomer for what Sarah Vaughn
does; she plays a musical instrument

called the human voice, and plays it
like a virtuoso.
During a pause, she chatted
amiably with the crowd, asking for
requests. A barrage of old favorites
were called out; she listened atten
tively, grinned and said, "Well, we
aren't going to do any of those, but I
just like to find out what y'all have
been listening to. If somebody asks
for 'a Tisket, A Tasket,' I'm in trou
ble!" One would hope such a respon
sive audience would never dream of
mistaking her for Ella Fitzgerald.
JON HASSELL
Earthquake Island
"Earthquake Island" has been
reviewed favorably in "High Fideli
ty," "Billboard," "Penthouse," and
"The New York Times." In typical
fashion, this Memphis-born musi
cian has received little notice from
his home town. On this album Jon
works with Miroslav Vitous and
Dom Un Romau, best known for
their work with Weather Report,
and Badal Roy, who has been
strongly influenced by his work with
John McLaughlin. Two gents called
Nana Vasconcelso and Ricardo
Silverira supply a kind of AfroBrazilian jazz influence while
Claudio Ferreira keeps it all
together with some excellent bass
work.
Musically, they combine a
myriad of influences; classical
melodies run through fusion-jazz
kinds of licks, each musician con
tributes ideas from different parts of
the world, which may be why it's be
ing called "global music."
Call Side one earthy, or sen
suous, or stimulating, but if this
genre of music is your bag, the weav
ing synthesizer and trumpet by
Hassell himself, with some far
eastern runs combined with
Brazilian and African percussion is
all pleasure for the ears. With the
addition of Clarice Taylor adding an
etherial vocal touch on a few of the
cuts, it truly could be called exotic.
Side 2, while as fresh and well put
together as the flip side, tends to
slow down a bit, perhaps to give the
listener respite from the intensity.
When you go searching to buy
this album, don't expect to find it on
a major label, it has been released by
Tomato Records, a relatively new
company in the business. Tomato
thus far has been betting and bank
ing on artists like Dick Gregory and
Townes Van Zant, and blues people
like Albert King, as well as a batch
of re-releases from Arhoolie recor
dings. Composer John Cage, and
Phillip Glass' pop opera are also car
ried on Tomato. So when you do find
"Earthquake Island" take it home,
turn down the lights, let the world
go by, and enjoy.

